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Rose preparation for Valentine's Day (12)
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SANLIURFA, TURKEY - FEBRUARY 6 : Bundles of red roses are seen in a green house ahead of Valentine's Day in Sanliurfa, Turkey on February 6, 2019. Workers, mostly females, arrive early in the morning to begin the process for roses. Red roses are processed the most to be transported all across Turkey. Halil Fidan / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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SANLIURFA, TURKEY - FEBRUARY 6 : A worker carries bundles of red roses in a green house ahead of Valentine's Day in Sanliurfa, Turkey on February 6, 2019. Workers, mostly females, arrive early in the morning to begin the process for roses. Red roses are processed the most to be transported all across Turkey. Halil Fidan / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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SANLIURFA, TURKEY - FEBRUARY 6 : Bundles of red roses are seen in a green house ahead of Valentine's Day in Sanliurfa, Turkey on February 6, 2019. Workers, mostly females, arrive early in the morning to begin the process for roses. Red roses are processed the most to be transported all across Turkey. Halil Fidan / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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SANLIURFA, TURKEY - FEBRUARY 6 : A worker carries bundles of white roses in a green house ahead of Valentine's Day in Sanliurfa, Turkey on February 6, 2019. Workers, mostly females, arrive early in the morning to begin the process for roses. Red roses are processed the most to be transported all across Turkey. Halil Fidan / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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SANLIURFA, TURKEY - FEBRUARY 6 : Single red rose is seen at a greenhouse ahead of Valentine's Day in Sanliurfa, Turkey on February 6, 2019. Workers, mostly females, arrive early in the morning to begin the process for roses. Red roses are processed the most to be transported all across Turkey. Halil Fidan / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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SANLIURFA, TURKEY - FEBRUARY 6 : White roses are seen at a greenhouse ahead of Valentine's Day in Sanliurfa, Turkey on February 6, 2019. Workers, mostly females, arrive early in the morning to begin the process for roses. Red roses are processed the most to be transported all across Turkey. Halil Fidan / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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SANLIURFA, TURKEY - FEBRUARY 6 : A person touches a single red rose at a greenhouse ahead of Valentine's Day in Sanliurfa, Turkey on February 6, 2019. Workers, mostly females, arrive early in the morning to begin the process for roses. Red roses are processed the most to be transported all across Turkey. Halil Fidan / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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SANLIURFA, TURKEY - FEBRUARY 6 : A bundle of white roses is seen in a green house ahead of Valentine's Day in Sanliurfa, Turkey on February 6, 2019. Workers, mostly females, arrive early in the morning to begin the process for roses. Red roses are processed the most to be transported all across Turkey. Halil Fidan / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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SANLIURFA, TURKEY - FEBRUARY 6 : Single red rose is seen at a greenhouse ahead of Valentine's Day in Sanliurfa, Turkey on February 6, 2019. Workers, mostly females, arrive early in the morning to begin the process for roses. Red roses are processed the most to be transported all across Turkey. Halil Fidan / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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SANLIURFA, TURKEY - FEBRUARY 6 : A female worker carries a bundle of red roses in a greenhouse ahead of Valentine's Day in Sanliurfa, Turkey on February 6, 2019. Workers, mostly females, arrive early in the morning to begin the process for roses. Red roses are processed the most to be transported all across Turkey. Halil Fidan / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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SANLIURFA, TURKEY - FEBRUARY 6 : A female worker holds a bundle of white roses in a greenhouse ahead of Valentine's Day in Sanliurfa, Turkey on February 6, 2019. Workers, mostly females, arrive early in the morning to begin the process for roses. Red roses are processed the most to be transported all across Turkey. Halil Fidan / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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SANLIURFA, TURKEY - FEBRUARY 6 : A bundle of red roses is seen in a green house ahead of Valentine's Day in Sanliurfa, Turkey on February 6, 2019. Workers, mostly females, arrive early in the morning to begin the process for roses. Red roses are processed the most to be transported all across Turkey. Halil Fidan / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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